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Mcdonald' s nyc manhattan

I would be real specific about this, I don't really eat McDonald's, but I visited this site most recently. I would say there is a machine you can order when you enter and you can go to the front and collect... Food, but those who are not used to going to McDonald's don't know that you can pay cash in advance, I don't know, I had to ask
someone how to use the machine and how to go about getting food, the guy was gracious enough to direct me, when I got to the counter, we had to wait because one person who had to be waiting for us wasn't there, and the others behind the counter were acting like we didn't wait , we had to wait a strange 2-3 minutes and when the guy
got in front her English wasn't the best (she didn't do anything about anyone with an accent, but it's wonderful to have someone who could effectively direct the restaurant) and the sitting part of the restaurant wasn't too closed. Had to wait until someone left to sit down, so (literally 2 tables and a few seats downstairs were full especially in
the bathroom with a few seats and all the capacity). We saw it quickly and left... Oh, and I tried to help someone who had a computer problem (ordering like me) and I tried to help, but he refused my help even though I was just trying to help. We also order 5 items and it costs more than $30.00...So for McDonald's in New York... The only
thing that further differentiates this McDonald's is the fact that after you place an order, they will serve food on your table. There are two floors of seating, and the view of Times Square is a really nice thing. On the other hand, it is ... Mcdonald 's. You get what you pay for. Visited more shortly after some restrictions were lifted. These
policies are stupid enough, but lying, manipulation is one thing, and how we treat each other is another. You can order inside but only take it. Ok. After ordering, I was told to keep a distance of about 5 meters... 2 meters is recommended if no one else has. Not to mention the girl who says she's very close to me. However, I was told to stay
away while my order was ready. So the excitement went on to make me feel like a slave telling me how to act where I stood, etc. I rang the manager and got so angry. Chris tried to explain that there were things to make me feel good and welcome, but this meant that life of empty causes confirmed them and I felt stupid. More I love this
McDonald's on Broadway, in New York's financial district, the food is clean and good service, big seating capacity, plus live DJs on stage to entertain you with good music. Don't forget to stop with the group. Enjoy the new... Visit New York CityMore even the Harry area where you go across New York City's tourists, or Midtown Manhattan,
you've seen it, or maybe ate at it - a huge McDonald's on 42nd Street in Times Square Moving. No more, though -- the company confirmed Wednesday that as of Tuesday the site has shut down good. McDonald's regularly reviews its restaurant portfolio to help you make the best decisions for your business. Closing the 42th Times
Square restaurant was a difficult decision, but we look forward to continuing to serve our customers at 45 days and flagship McDonald's on Broadway and neighboring communities, the company said in a statement. The 17,000-square-foot restaurant has been the company's flagship restaurant for nearly two years. But after the new
flagship opened a few blocks north it became less important to the brand. McDonald's has decided to limit their all-day breakfast menu amid the coronavirus outbreak. The huge, ornate McDonald's, illuminated by thousands of contoured light bulbs in Times Square, is being permanently shut down, the New York Post reported. A company
spokesman told the Post that the closure was not linked to an epidemic that destroyed tourism-led businesses in high-traffic areas. A spokesman told the Post that the closure was a difficult decision, but did not elaborate further on why McDonald's decided to end its prominent position. McDonald's is regularly reviewing its restaurant
portfolio to make the best decisions for the business, the spokesman said. Designed to look like a Broadway theater outside, the fast food chain's attention-grabbing location around the world has been slinging burgers and fries for the past 17 years in a 17,500-square-foot, four-story space. The restaurant kicked off McDonald's programs
nationwide over the years like free store Wi-Fi that was used to test new menu items, the store's original leadership told the Post. Last year, the company opened a modern flagship location two blocks from 1528 Broadway near West 45th Street. Located 24 hours away, the restaurant's three floors feature floor-to-ceiling glass walls and
are located on a giant McDonald's billboard. Like other parts of the industry, McDonald's is struggling with declining sales due to the COVID-19 epidemic. Most of the chain's sales are now coming from drive-throughs in the United States, the Wall Street Journal reports, and the company recently moved to a limited menu and eliminated all-
day breakfast. In Times Square, the glitzy restaurant was closed to customers on Tuesday. Sign up for our newsletter. Newsletter.
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